Disciplinary measures taken for off-campus ‘disgraces’ explained

By CHRIS BEDNARSKI
Senior Staff Reporter

At last night’s Student Senate meeting Student Body President Bill Healy read Vice President for Stu­dent Affairs Father David Tyson’s reply to a senate resolution that re­quested the administration clarify its policy regarding punishment for on-campus offenses such as the Dillon Tailgater in Michigan.

From the letter Healy read, “Any member of the University community, student, faculty, of­ficio­nation can bring embarrassment or disgrace to the University by his action by the virtue of the fact that they are ident­ified as members of the community.

The University has and will con­tinue to impose sanctions on these parties when their actions, on behalf of the University, are in opposition to the values and principles which are at the foundation of Notre Dame’s mission.”

In other business, Dame Lawrence, student body vice presi­dent, updated the senate on the progress of the attempt to disband the senate. He said that the thought the Hall Presidents’ Council will vote on the student government constitution that dis­bands the senate.

If the amendment is passed by the HP, then it will be voted on by the student body next Tuesday in a stu­dent referendum.

Junior Class President Jim Domagalski blamed the leadership of the Student Senate for the lack of business at last night’s meeting, after the junior Chris Ahood pleaded with senate members to bring business to the table.

Domagalski blamed the senate’s leadership, namely Bill Healy, stu­dent body president. Domagalski said he wanted Healy to bring new business to the senate for debate. “I feel that he just doesn’t help when the leadership of this meeting doesn’t bring anything to the meeting,” he said.

Healy said that he has his forum for the Student Senate and that the senate is the forum for the see SENATE, page 4

Salon makes Saint Mary’s debut

By JACQUELINE A. BRUMMEL
New Staff

Saint Mary’s students will soon be able to enjoy a haircut or a tan on campus when a new beauty salon, Haircrafters, opens today in the basement of LeMans Hall.

The Saint Mary’s and affairs staff members and students expressed the need for this salon. Haircrafters was chosen because of its reputation for quality work and friendli­ness, according to Jason Lindower, College business manager and con­troller.

Lindower said that in order to get the beauty salon on campus, the College accepted bids from lo­cal sources.

The idea began solely as a hair salon. Later Ronald Diewinter, owner of Haircrafters, asked permission to also bring a tanning bed into the salon. The idea was ap­proved and one tanning bed will be available along with all the other beauty salon services. If the use of the tanning bed is not successful, there is room for an additional bed.

The response to the prospect of a campus beauty salon was positive among the students at Saint Mary’s. Jane Shea, a freshman, said she thinks the salon is a success because now we can stay on campus to take care of our beauty needs.

The location at LeMans Hall is a logical choice, said Lindower. Ac­cording to him the number one reason was the basic knowledge that “there was adequate space for the facility because the flower shop had left.”

In order to adequately supply the salon with the needed amount of room there were “fairly ex­tensive” renovations undertaken at the hall. Some of the renovations consisted of the construction of partitions and revision of the electrical layout.

Haircrafters will be charging $15 for a haircut and $45 for a per­manent. This cost is in conjunction with the retail prices in campus salons and there is a student dis­count of $5 included in both prices.

S. Africa may deport ‘foreigners’

Associated Press
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - The government, declaring that “charity begins at home,” said yest­erday it may have to send home thousands of foreign black workers if they cannot find work in South Africa.

Minister of Manpower Pietu du Plessis, speaking in an informa­tionl­al newspaper that the government already had approved the exportation of some of the 1.5 mil­lion black foreign workers, many of whom work in the gold and diamond mines that supply much of South Africa’s currency.

But du Plessis said “contingency plans” were being drafted to send home foreign blacks if necessary in the future. “This action has been forced on the South African govern­ment by those who favor sanctions and to share power with the black majority.”

The government hinted two months ago at the possibility of ex­porting foreign workers if sanctions and divestment damage the economy and drive up unemploy­ment. President F.W. de Klerk has said sanctions would hurt blacks within South Africa and in neighboring countries more than whites.

The tiny kingdom of Lesotho, for­merly, derives at least 50 percent of its gross national product from 193,000 of its workers who are employed in South African mines.

Zambia has endorsed sanctions while other countries such as Zim­babwe and Mozambique agree in principle but say their economies could not stand retaliatory South African pressure applied because of sanctions.
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Ignorance of apartheid issues eliminates informed choice making

As the drops began to fall during last Saturday's football game, incoming of students in Section 30 of Notre Dame Stadium worked quickly to unroll banners before the rain ruined their work.

The banners, sponsored by the Center for Social Concerns, were directed toward apartheid and Notre Dame's role in ending the daily tragedies occurring in South Africa.

For many students, however, it seemed they would allow nothing to interfere with their view of a football game. The approximate one minute that their vision was blocked was too short to inspire assorted threats to those holding banners, and chants of "invest more" among others.

Except for those directly involved in the cause, many students didn't give much thought to apartheid and our community's role in the apartheid rally sponsored by student government. The dismissal of the two committee members from a student government committee which was examining Notre Dame's investments also drew attention to the apartheid issue.

This does not necessarily point an accessory Roger to students with the standard condemnations of student apathy. The apartheid issue is a sensitive and intricate one. To understand it fully demands much reading and attention to current events. This kind of attention often demands time that students just don't have.

To take a stand on the relationship between apartheid and investments in South Africa by the University and the College is even more difficult. This is an issue, however, that demands attention and time from students.

Students around the country are reacting to the situation in South Africa, mainly because of the substantial amounts their respective schools have invested in companies there.

At Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, the message is basically the same - no divestment. Administrators of both institutions say they feel that divestment only could hurt the situation more than it could help.

Father Theodore Hesburgh, University president, has said American divestment would lead to German and/or Japanese companies taking over the economy of South Africa - companies that would supposedly not adhere to any sort of human rights standards in business practices.

William Hickey, acting president at the College, has called divestment "the easy way out" for small institutions. Hickey and the College are developing a policy that will deal with social responsibility in investments for all situations, and "a general orientation to social concern."

Whether you agree with Hesburgh or Hickey isn't the question. The question is: Do you know enough about the apartheid situation to have an informed opinion?

There have been many lectures, discussions, films and seminars on the South African situation. And just when you thought every subject had been covered, Saint Mary's South African Awareness Week begins this Thursday.

From Thursday until next Sunday, there will be one program per night in LeMans Hall's Steakhouse Lounge, dealing with an aspect of the apartheid situation.

The week's theme is "Amandla: South African Freedom Now," using "Amandla" (freedom), a key word for those seeking liberation from apartheid practices. Included in activities are lectures and discussions by experts on the subject of South Africa, such as Mutombo Mpayi, a Kellogg fellow at Notre Dame, Sonny Venkatraman, a former political prisoner in South Africa, and Peter Walde, director of African studies at Notre Dame.

There are a number of ways that Notre Dame and Saint Mary's can work to counter apartheid. Divestment is one way. With some information, however, students can make the decision for themselves as to what they think is the best approach. South African Awareness Week is a timely opportunity to try and understand some of these issues.

And after that, as the Irish hopefully beat LSU at the next home game, who knows who will be displacing banners?
One of the most valuable classes a student can carry

By THERESA GUARINO

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - An assignment that would have allowed a woman who believed she had been hurt by pornography to sue and collect damages has been defeated, according to final results released yesterday.

There were 15,051 votes cast Nov. 10 against the measure and 9,419 for votes. There were 1,931 blank votes, said Alfred Gerardin, supervisor of the Election Commission.

"Terrific," said John Roberts, executive director of the Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts. "It's a very emotional issue. In many ways, it's difficult to vote against."

Despite the loss, there have been created a pall of censorship," he said. "There would be a real caution, overcaution perhaps, on the part of people who sell books. In the history of censorship, it's not always what the creators of such ordinances think they are targeting that becomes the actual target. It's not necessarily the Hustler magazine. It could become Our Bodies, Ourselves.

In order for the anti-pornography ordinance to pass, one-third of the bloc registered voters had to cast ballots on the question, and the majority of them had to have been in the affirmative.

"We're disappointed that the new law is not going to be in effect," said Barbara Findlen, a member of the Women's Alliance Against Pornography. "But we're very pleased that the campaign itself focused attention on the issue as well as it did."

She said the group will continue its educational work concerning pornography and investigate potential remedies for the victims of pornography.

"I'm glad that it didn't pass. I feel that it's a positive thing for Cambridge. Majority was defeated," said Sue Hyde, a member of the Feminist Anti-Censorship Taskforce, a group of 30 lawyers, writers and artists that fought the referendum proposal.

Supporters of the measure said an avalanche of expensive lawsuits brought on by the measure would force businesses out of business and make the streets safer for women.

Those opposed to the ordinance, including several city councilors, and the Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts, had called the measure censorship and argued it could be used by conservative groups such as the Moral Majority to ban books and homosexuals literature and frankly worded health guides.

One of the richest classes a student can carry

Holography class offered at SMC

By THERESA GUARINO

SMC's Holography class offers students an opportunity to gain insight into the theory and practice of one of today's advanced visual media.

In holography, three-dimensional images are recorded on photosensitive materials with the aid of lasers. The images produced through this process have unusual clarity and depth.

Most recently, the manufacturers of VISA and Mastercard credit cards began incorporating holograms into their cards for security purposes. Numerous other corporations, including Polaroid, Atari, and American Banknote, have begun exploring the commercial potential of the medium.

The course will be taught by Saint Mary's by Doug Tyler, assistant professor, whose work in holography has gained wide recognition during the past several years, including recent exhibitions at the Centre George Pompidou in Paris and the Hamburg Kunsthalle in West Germany.

The College will be purchasing new equipment for the course, including several low power lasers. In addition, Tyler said some remodeling has been done in Moore Hall's art classrooms to accommodate the class.

The course by necessity, will be small, but is open to students outside the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's community. "I would like people to know the opportunity is there," said Tyler. "That's why we'd like people in the community to know about it."

The class will cost an extra $440 in addition to the standard $440 for all classes.

While some background in photography may be helpful, said Tyler, it is not required, and students from all disciplines are encouraged to enroll.
INS probes handling of defection

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Immigration and Naturalization Service has completed an internal probe into its handling of defections, with the director of the service, Defector Mirellev Medvid, and that report is expected to be released by the Justice Department, an administration official said yesterday.

The officials, declining to be identified publicly, said the INS report was still being reviewed by the department officials at the department, including aides to Attorney General Edwin Meese and Deputy Attorney General D. Lowell Jensen.

Victor George Bush, in New York yesterday to speak to the National Association of Realtors, said he was concerned about an ap-

pearence that the Reagan ad-

ministration had changed its position on the Medvid issue. "It doesn't look good. My heart is troubled by it," he said. But Bush said American officials did all they could to find out whether Med-

vid wanted to defect. Meanwhile, Peter Rouselle, a White House spokesman, declined to comment on a published report that the White House favors punish-

ment for officials found responsible for prematurely returning Medvid to his ship. The Washington Times quoted an unidentified senior administration official as saying: "It is in order to make sure that the investigation of this incident should lead to severe disciplinary action and a clear record of punish-

ment."

The immigration service's internal investigation involved taking sworn statements from a contacts inter-

preter, used to initially interpret Medvid after he jumped from a service vessel near the Missis-

issippi River on Oct. 24, and agents of the Border Patrol, which is part of the INS.

The ship was escorted from port by the Coast Guard Saturday after the administration, following a high-

level review of legal options, con-

cluded that it either could not or

would not try to enforce a subpoena issued by a Senate committee, com-

manding Medvid's appearance before that panel.

Agents of the Border Patrol twice returned Medvid to his 810-foot frigate in the early morning hours of Oct. 25.

Talks to free Americans continue

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Despite promises over the last week that the Reagan administration will "do its best" to get Americans held hostage in Lebanon freed, Secretary of State George Schultz said Sunday that efforts are continuing to free them.

"We try to work at it through whatever indirect contacts we have," Schultz said.

He indicated the United States continues to seek help from Syria, Iran, Lebanon and Algeria, doing "everything we can think of" to "make it clear to those holding hostages that they're holding inno-

cent people - that they're not going to gain their objectives that way.

In an open letter to President Reagan, some of the American captives are growing impatient, and appealed to the president to abandon "quiet diplomacy" and directly negotiate their release.

The letter, signed by four of the hostages, also said they were told another hostage, U.S. embassy politi-

cal officer William Buckley, 56, is dead.

On Friday, White House spokes-

man Larry Speakes reiterated U.S. policy of "not negotiating" with ter-

rorists, and said the administration's position "will not change."

The state Department spokesman Anita Stockman said Sunday that does not mean the Reagan ad-

ministration has abandoned its ef-

forts to free the captives.

"We are not going to negotiate with the terrorists, but we will dis-

cuss the matter, to lead to the safe

release of the hostages," the spokes-

woman said.

She said officials "stay in touch" with governments in the region on the hostage issue, but will not commit on whether there is a willingness to talk directly with the kidnappers.

Senator K.C. Culum agreed.

Senator Chris Abood disagreed with Domagalski. He said that it was all the senate members duty to bring in business. "You [Domagalski] shouldn't bring things to the senate. If you take all the issues then there isn't anything for the senate to do," he said.

Hagan also said he believed Healy should bring more of his actions before the senate. "There's many things you can do that we can help you with. Our input can help," Hagan said.

Hagan cited Healy's project to have students bringing their unwanted basketball tickets to student govern-

ment but that students who could not get tickets, as an example of an issue Healy could have brought before the senate.

Domagalski said he did not believe Healy needed to bring the ticket project to the senate but that Healy is not doing enough, however.

Hagan cited Healy's project to have students bringing their unwanted basketball tickets to student govern-

ment but that students who could not get tickets, as an example of an issue Healy could have brought before the senate.

Domagalski said he did not believe Healy needed to bring the ticket project to the senate but that Healy is not doing enough, however.
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Vets’ Day celebrated nationwide

Associated Press

Weeping at the Alamo and beating drums along the nation’s main streets, Americans yesterday honored those who fought their wars, holding Veterans Day vigils, memorial dedications and parades — including a controversial march in New York that excluded a homosexual veterans group.

While the wailing of a military Navy pilot was delivering thousands of letters to officials of Vietnam, honored those who fought their war. A somber service concluded a four-day vigil by Vietnam veterans in front of the Alamo in San Antonio, Texas, also in memory of the 2,500 combatants who never returned from the Southeast Asian war.

"There’s a patrol still out," said Michael Martin, who led a 500-mile march of veterans from Dallas to San Antonio last week. Some in the audience wept.

Schroeder experiences third stroke

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — William Schroeder, the world’s longest-living recipient of a permanent artificial heart, has suffered a third stroke and was readmitted to the hospital yesterday, a spokeswoman said.

A pair of CAT scans, or computer enhanced X-rays, indicated a hemorrhagic stroke on the right side of Schroeder’s brain in an area unaffected by previous strokes, said Donna Hazle, director of public relations at Humana Hospital Audubon.

Schroeder was admitted about 4 p.m. and was listed in serious condition, she said.

Schroeder’s doctors, including neurologist Gary Fox, had not been able to pinpoint the cause of the stroke, nor had they been able to pinpoint when it occurred, she said. The 55-year-old federal retiree underwent the first CAT scan late Sunday evening after showing symptoms of lethargy, she said. A second test was performed early yesterday.

The initial stroke occurred Dec. 13. Since then Schroeder has suffered memory loss, has been weak and has had trouble speaking. He has been receiving physical and occupational therapy for several months to help overcome the disabilities.

Hospital officials had used the terms lethargic and listless to describe Schroeder after his second stroke in May.

Dr. William DeVries implanted the Jarvik-7 mechanical pump in Schroeder on Nov. 25, making Schroeder the world’s second recipient of a permanent implant.

Hazle said she had little information on Schroeder’s most recent setback but described Schroeder after his second stroke as "in a stroke, the cause of which is yet to be determined," Hazle said. "He is not in a critical care area and he is not on a respirator."

Schroeder was returned to his specially-equipped apartment after each of the tests and was not readmitted to Audubon until doctors had found evidence of the stroke, Hazle said. He receives 24-hour nursing care in the apartment.

Hazle said she didn’t know if any members of Schroeder’s family were with him when he became listless Sunday.

Margaret Schroeder, the patient’s wife, was ordered to return home to Jasper, Ind., in September after being hospitalized a few days for exhaustion. She has made a few trips to Louisville since then to see Schroeder, but her children have said they don’t want her living indefinitely in Louisville.

Two Californians first to sight comet unaided

Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. — Two California astronomers were the first to see Halley’s comet on its current visit without the aid of telescopes or binoculars, an astronomical reporting agency said yesterday.

"It’s the first naked-eye sighting to my knowledge," Brian Marsden, director of the Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams, said in a telephone interview from Cambridge, Mass.

The bureau is a clearinghouse for such sightings worldwide. It is operated by the Smithsonian Institution for the International Astronomical Union.

Astronomers Steve Edberg and Charles Morris said they saw the comet without the aid of binoculars or telescopes early Friday from the 7,000-foot level in the San Gabriel Mountains near Mount Waterman, about 30 miles northeast of Los Angeles.

Edberg and Morris "were observing under extremely good conditions at high altitude, and they knew what they’re doing," Marsden said. "The general public is not going to be able to see it with the naked eye for a long time," at least for weeks and possibly not until January.

"Marsden found the comet first with binoculars, and then identified it on the sky without the binoculars," Edberg said in a report filed with the Halley’s comet computer information bulletin board at Arizona State University.

The comet, which returns to Earth’s vicinity roughly every 76 years on its elliptical orbit around the sun, looked like a "patch of light approximately the diameter but not the brightness of the full moon," Edberg said yesterday from his office at Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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Anti-Apartheid Network booted by ND students

Like all Domers, I thoroughly enjoy our home football games. Even when our team is having little to no luck, we keep our hopes up with the assistance of our always smiling cheerleaders and miscellaneous데레 espan. School spirit always emanates from the stands in the form of a “Go Irish” chant, or our “woop-wooping” or perhaps our dry-your-nailsnap. or, well, you know the rest. And let us face it, we all love these forms of positive fun.

Chris Edwards

But, during the past game against “Ole Man,” something rather perverse happened (and I do not mean Jeff Ashburn, our leprechaun, following the Mississippi cheerleaders at half time.) Even amid downspout, the loyal Notre Dame students were cheering on our team. But amongst us were some selfish fellows who wanted to disrupt our game and win equally for their political issue.

To their great dismay, the student body did not extend their approval, but instead shouted the Network down. The Network’s chant “Divestment” was met with an overwhelming response by the students for “Go Irish!!” When the Domers were urged to support their political issue, they painted their senseless slogans and tried to do the impossible and fell flat on their backs for their political games.

However, what is the bottom line? Simply that their arguments for divestment lacked the substance and credibility to persuade us. So now they are following a more militant approach. We must therefore consider what this may lead to, if not on our campus then perhaps elsewhere. The Abbie Hoffman factor may be bigger than it looks at first glance. The Anti-Apartheid Networks across the country may be so blinded and obsessed with political battles that any price will do. So let us all welcome back the radicals that the last 70’s. Let us also welcome back the beginning of senseless violence by the civil “peacekeepers” who have become desperate for victory. When do the sit-ins start? And the brick-throwing? And what would radicalism be without loss of students being harmed, or God forbid, killed???? If not here, maybe somewhere else. Before anyone begins cheering the re-emergence of past campus radicalism they should first recollect the personal cost to the weeping mothers mourning the loss of their children.

That is about the sum of it. The Anti-Apartheid divestment arguments have been heard all semester. The jury (i.e. the student body) has reached a verdict and has pronounced a sound defeat for Anti-Apartheid and its Network on our turf, in our stands. I think we all deserve a break after a very long period of debate. I hope that the Anti-Apartheid Network will have enough respect for the student body’s decision and never try such a cheap stunt like this again.

Chris Edwards is a junior in the College of Arts and Letters at Notre Dame.

Activists’ simple slogans fashionable, not logical

Students here at Notre Dame have repeatedly challenged the University’s policy on investment in South Africa. Now, under the guidance of the guru Abbie Hoffman, they have even attempted to partially re-enact the social activism of the 60’s.

Steve Safranek

a view from the limb

Such activism brought to the world the worst atrocities imaginable. It forced the United States out of Vietnam—which led to the flooring of freedom there today as is evidenced in the re-education camps which have been established in Vietnam. The 60’s is what led us the freedom to experiment with drugs.

The profound slogans that were used by those advocating change in the 60’s sound surprisingly like those being used by the Anti-Apartheid Network. Sayings like “U.S. out of Vietnam” are similar to “U.S. out of South Africa.”

However, simple slogans usually seek solutions to complex problems. The effort to end apartheid in South Africa involves countless complexities. And at best, the judgments that are made about the effect of our actions will be poor approximations. All of the judgments which we make should be made with the desire to ensure that our action does not lead to slavery even more pernicious, or a civil war more enduring than that under which the Indians were so callous as to try and divert our team. But amongst us were some selfish students who were so callous as to try and divert our football game.

But such guarantees can never be given. No working conditions, higher salaries, etc. are still enslavement of the blacks have no political power. And it is certain that freedom by our standards demands political equality. But if blacks are given enfranchisement, what will the Afrikaners have?

They see their struggle as not only for their way of life, but also for their very existence. If they do allow equal rights to blacks, they ensure their own loss of political power. Before they do so, they will demand a guaranty that their rights will be defended and a higher minority rights.

Nevertheless, such guarantees can never be given. No history of rights for minorities exists in South Africa. Nor can the five million whites there be given any achievable guarantees (Mandela refuses to renounce non-violence and to thus will being held in a South African jail.) So what are they to do? Are they to give up their rights in the mere hope that their rights will be protected? Is the repression of a minority any less ominous than the repression of a majority?

Imagine if you can that we Americans, after a history of enslavement of the Indians, were still a numerical minority. If we were asked to give them full rights, with the great likelihood of them championing the rights of the enslaved peoples again, maybe my premise is all wrong, because it is difficult to say that their actions are morally wrong.

Perhaps, the best argument for Notre Dame divestment in South Africa is that this University should stand as a sort of beacon. It should refuse to deal with activities that involve highly questionable moral situations. Because when does it so, it may be seen as sending the aura of validity to the effects of those actions.

Of course, such an argument leads a

Doonesbury

working person to ask why the University should permit a University researcher to speak on the re-emergence of past campus radicalism they should first recollect the personal cost to the weeping mothers mourning the loss of their children. The Anti-Apartheid Network is that this University divestment arguments have been heard all semester. The jury (i.e. the student body) has reached a verdict and has pronounced a sound defeat for Anti-Apartheid and its Network on our turf, in our stands. I think we all deserve a break after a very long period of debate. I hope that the Anti-Apartheid Network will have enough respect for the student body’s decision and never try such a cheap stunt like this again.

Steve Safranek is a second-year law student and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the day

"Perhaps an editor might begin a reformation in some such way as this. Divide his paper into four chapters, heading the 1st, Truths, 2d, Probabilities. 3d, Possibilities. 4th, Lies. The first chapter would be very short.”

Thomas Jefferson

(1743-1826)
Notre Dame’s checkmarked courses helps

Dear Editor,

While the problems lately on campus seem to have found the upperclassmen that wacky, rowdy boys and girls being dragged to the Christians. Let’s hope Lions will get through Notre Dame du Lac and the free opportunity. This is no longer a struggle; those freshmen, I would say that they have made noise if given the chance. To those upperclassmen, I say this literally, “representative" who could get a better chance to respect and to follow the decisions of those making up these individuals making up these bodies rather than the structure of the bodies themselves. Let us examine the character and integrity of the leaders of our counsels and leaders before we place all of the blame on the offices and departments, join your other two allies at the center. Important to pump me up leaders should examine their personal values.

United States must turn up pressure for peace

Dear Editor:

In writing a response to a Nov. 8 Viewpoint article which argues to “let South Africa be South Africa.” In the arguments for not imposing economic sanctions on South Africa, it appears that the strongest arguments are in favor of sanctions. The author, attempting to be the ultimate pragmatist, states, “South Africa is a good ally as well as a strategic partner we must not turn a blind eye to.” He proposes several parameters for a dis­­mis­­sionist influence if we allow the majority to lose control of the government to negotiate with South Africa and if merely to protect our own immediate interest without any awareness of their actions. We cannot solve South Africa’s problems, but we can help them to find a way out of their crises. If we try to protect our own interests in South Africa, the United States must use economic sanctions to turn up the pressure for peace.
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It’s had any great impact on our social lives. We rent movies once in awhile and have a couple people over, but it’s really no big deal.” Dave Martin, a junior in Morrissey Hall, also shares a VCR with his roommates. “We use it during parties, and once in awhile with a girlfriend and a bottle of wine.”

So you can never say there is nothing to do — there’s always your friendly neighborhood VCR. Curling up in front of the tube in your ratty bathrobe on a cold miserable night with a mug of Swiss mocha and the right people can be more fun than you ever imagined.

Helpful summer job advice from book

**Books**

**Getting Work Experience**

**KEVIN BECKER**

features writer

Are you tired of singing the proverbial hash all summer long? You have had it up to your ankles (so to speak) of shoveling fertilizer for your Uncle Barlow’s pasture farm.

If you are, this book may just be for you.

“Getting Work Experience” which hit the stands Nov. 5, is authored by an Indiana University graduate and USA Today business reporter Betsy Bauer. Basically, what Bauer has done is roll a lot of the footwork out of looking for a summer job. The book primarily consist of playing golden retriever for a secretary. Included in the publication are over 10,000 internship programs ranging from advertising to science and environmental research. The geographical areas covered are nationwide and include 43 of the 50 states. Along with their listings comes a number of top-notch companies who are looking for qualified students to work for them over a summer.

Each of the listings falls into a specific general category and gives the name and address of a potential employer. This includes description of the type of business the company deals in, the number of internships, qualifications needed in employees, a description of the job, how to apply and the salary for the position.

Speaking of salary, the pay generally runs from the minimum wage to over $800 a week. Some of the positions include no stipends, but most will try to work out academic credit for your labor.

On the whole, the book is very informative and may even be considered “must reading” for those who want to get a new angle on summer employment but do not have the time to search through the quagmire of government publications. The people who may benefit the most are the engineers who seem to be in the greatest demand and have the highest pay rating.

Along with the information on jobs, Bauer manages to give potential job hunters a few words of advice and reminds them that interest in your work is very imperative and require hard work. My favorite line in the entire text to take this book worth reading is when Bauer advises those who wish to intern in the Washington, D.C. area: Washington is an interesting place but one must “spill the beans selectively and be careful about with whom you share your observations. Loose lips sink internships.”
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T
B
three consecutive wins has
quitied much of the specula-
tion about Notre Dame's present
coaching situation. That is, until last
Thursday night, one of the world's
most respected media sources
made a bold statement on national
TV.

No, it wasn't Brent Musburger or
Larry King. It wasn't even Howard
Scully, although he appeared on the
show. The man who made this
startling revelation was none other
than David Letterman.

Hard to believe, but true.

Sometime during the middle of a
segment Dave likes to call "Small
Town News," he came across an ad in
the South Bend Tribune which read:
‘free dog dip.'

we've
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We're having some fun, now.
The situation was calmly ex-
plained to Spivey, who calmly
responded with two messages. First,
"for the last one-and-a-half years,
Dave hasn't done interviews with
campus newspapers." Second,
"Dave doesn't talk about topics or
guesses which are on the show."
As I hung up the phone, it was
clear there was only one route
left.

Late Night with David Letterman
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10013

Dear Dave,

This is to inform you that we are
about to slap a $1,7 million dollar
lawsuit on you. All we wanted to do
was find out some information
about our football coach, and your
hunches acted as though they just
didn't care.

Dave, we feel hurt. We feel
cheated. I mean, Dave, we do and
do and do for you, and this is the
thanks we get.

Dave, we're appealing to your
sense of truth, justice and the
American way (or offense, Paul).

Please, help uphold the First
Amendment and talk to us or we'll
be forced into a nasty trial which
is just going to hurt you and the
American public.

I know if this matter gets to you,
Dave, you'll help us out.

Sincerely, Chuck Freeby
The Observer

It's in his hands, now. In Dave, we
trust.

Special to the Observer

Brian Huskey, a North Carolina-
base singer/guitarist will per-
fom in the Champlain Room of the
Haagor College Center at Saint
Mary's on Nov. 12 from 8 to 11
p.m. The show is being sponsored
by the SMC student government.

Brian Huskey has been on the
road as a professional entertainer
for over ten years and claims to
have toured "about a million miles
or so" on his way to performing 300
shows each year in colleges, clubs,
and concerts. His unique blend of
charmingly warped humor and
drawn-to-earth music has won
audiences in 25 states, a couple of
foreign countries, and a few odd
planets.

The music covers a broad
spectrum ranging from his own
tunes (both comedic and serious)
to songs by more famous
names such as Jackson Browne, The
Beatles, Bob Seger, and Arlo
Guthrie. His wit is dry and pointed,
and he has a blue-collar style with
which grows each year thanks to his
relentless touring.

singing cabaret
aren't

Are you funny?

... and have the
campus in stitches

There will be a meeting for all those interested
Thursday night at 7 in the Observer office.

Brian Huskey provides rock, comedy, and "good stuff"
Penn State gains top spot in AP; will host Notre Dame this Saturday

Associated Press

Penn State has become the fifth team to reach the top of The Associated Press college football poll this season, and its fans are very pleased.

The Nittany Lions, second a week ago, boosted their record to 9-0 by defeating Cincinnati 31-10 and taking advantage of a 29-29 tie with Georgia, which dropped the Gators to 11th place.

Penn State received 44 of 59 first-place votes and 1,431 of a possible 1,800 points yesterday from a nationwide panel of sports writers and sportscasters.

The rise to the top capped a season-long climb for Penn State, which was 19th in the first regular-season poll and has since been 11th, 5th, and 2nd.

The Associated Press football poll is made by individual exercise and fitness. Applicants select an exercise and fitness goal. When the applicant reaches his/her goal, they pledge to keep it and a personal fitness goal.

When the applicant reaches his/her goal, they pledge to keep it and a personal fitness goal.
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Basketball Tickets

Because all of the freshmen did not receive tickets to the basketball games, we have arranged with ticket office for upperclassmen to sell the tickets which they will not be using to these freshmen.

1. All interested upperclassmen should drop off the tickets they will not be using at Student Government Offices, 2nd Floor, LaFortune Student Center (between 8am and 4pm).

2. The tickets received by Student Government will be specially stamped. Tickets removed from booklets and sold without this stamp and a valid I.D. will not be honored at the A.C.C.

3. The day before each game, all tickets will go on sale at the Rock DaLac Record Store (LaFortune Student Center, Main Floor). Tickets will be sold only to those freshmen who waited in line at the A.C.C. (After 4pm they will be sold to any student on a first come, first serve basis). No checks will be accepted; please bring exactly four dollars.

4. Student Government cannot guarantee the sale of all tickets turned in. For those which we do sell, we will mail the money directly to the person via campus mail.

5. Those upperclassmen who participate in this program will automatically be entered into a raffle. After the last home game winners will be drawn. First prize will be $100.00 towards purchases at the Notre Dame Bookstore. Second and Third prizes will be $75.00 and $50.00 respectively towards purchases at the book-store. For every ticket turned in, we will enter your name another time into the raffle.

We would like to thank all the upperclassmen for helping out and we hope the freshmen enjoy the games.

Kevin Hurley

Please write letters to Kevin in care of Notre Dame Student Government, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.

We are still accepting donations at 2nd Floor Offices, LaFortune Student Center for Kevin's long-term care.

All interested in helping with a Christmas fundraiser please call: Elisa Cullina at SMC 284-5445.

Transfers

If you are having any problems, or you have any questions, please contact us:

Mike Huber (Transfer Club President) 233-5389 or 239-7668

Bill Healy (Student Body President) 283-1001 or 239-6111

We are still selling Transfer Club T-Shirts. Best Wishes as you continue your first semester.

“Ethanol Phew”

Needed: Interested Students in fighting the Ethanol Stench.

Student Government is forming an Activist Group with the local group “CEASE” and Saint Mary’s. We need a chairman and committee members. Please sign up for interviews in Student Government Offices 2nd Floor, LaFortune Student Center, or call Bob McNamara at 239-7668.

As one Notre Dame student is quoted “Notre Dame has a beautiful campus, but it stinks.” Here’s your chance to make a difference.

Questions, Comments, Concerns...

Student Body President Bill Healy 239-6111
Office Hours: 10:30-3:00 on Weds. and Thurs.

Student Body Vice President Dan Lawson 239-7668
Office Hours: 10:00-11:30 on Weds. and Thurs.

Student Body Treasurer Erik Pusitano 239-7417
Office Hours: 10:30-3:00 on Weds. and Thurs.

Senator (District 1) Chris Almond 283-1756
Dorms: Alumni, Carroll, Holy Cross, Wind, Old College, Lewis, Sears, St. Ed’s

Senator (District 2) R.C. Cullen 283-1442
Dorms: Stanford, Kenna, Zakim, Bern-Phillips, Keane, Conger, McGlinchey, Cavanaugh, Kenna

Senator (District 3) Jake Gray 283-5691
Dorms: Morrissey, Lyons, Polk, Phelan, Tull, Edel, Howard

Senator (District 4) Sam Tapia 283-1204
Dorms: Pasquerilla East, Pasquerilla West, Grace, Pilgrim

Senator (District 5) Jim Hagan 277-7170
Off Campus

H.P.C. Chairman Kevin Howard 239-7668
Judicial Coordinator Kevin Hegstrom 283-2040

Calendar

Lock up a Friend (Security Office) Wed. & Thurs., Nov. 13 & 14 7pm-10pm

Alumni-Senior Club for United Way Wed., Nov. 13 9pm-2am

“Rock-a-Like” Thurs., Nov. 14 9:30pm-7:00 pm

*STUDENT GOVERNMENT*
Mary McLaughlin
the team to do the best it can. I'm not going to be around and playing in the next couple years to see the result of the program.

McLaughlin, who will graduate this spring, will be leaving a team that is certainly up and coming. This fact makes her feel somewhat ambivalent since she has been a part of the growing pains of the entire program. In fact, Head Coach Art Lambert plans on eventually vaulting the program into the glitter and hoopla of prime time collegiate volleyball. And McLaughlin won't be a part of the realization of that rebuilding effort.

"I have mixed emotions," says McLaughlin. "There's a closeness to the team that I'll miss, but then again, I guess it's time to move on."

Never mind that, though. No rebate has been requested and her immediate concerns center around the end of the season. Now all thoughts and wishes bend toward the North Star Conference tournament taking place this weekend in St. Louis.

"The team goal is winning the conference," she says. "It seems it's time for the Irish volleyball team to knock it down, and you can bet the farm that McLaughlin's return to the lineup will do nothing but help." "Hopefully, I'll be a unifying factor," says the captain. "My being a senior should help.

As far as McLaughlin is concerned, she's just happy to be back on the court. "I told (Coach Lambert) that I don't care where I'm playing, as long as I'm out there," she says. "Right now I can only play the back row. I can't block yet because of the finger."

Between now and the conference tournament, however, there is this match tonight against the Boiler-makers. It is a sure fire bet to be a showdown of epic proportions as the Irish head straight into the hor-cruxes.

Without a doubt, there is no love lost between the two teams. Purdue, genuinely dangerous, has handled the Irish somewhat easily, both earlier this season and last year too. But McLaughlin, for one, does not plan on playing second fiddle to anyone.

"Personally," she says, "I would love to beat Purdue." Hmm. Sounds like something's brewing. And come tonight, the Irish will be most serious, serious as the grave.

After the Purdue match and the conference tournament, the Irish must play Eastern Michigan and Arizona State at home, and then conclude the tail end of November with the Ransier Invitational, featuring the likes of UCLA, Houston, and Western Michigan.

Ultimately, McLaughlin hopes that the team will not end the season with a whimper, but a bang. And a loud one at that.

The Observer
The Observer is now accepting applications for

Assistant Photo Editor

Duties will include: coordinating Accent photo assignments and darkroom maintenance.

Applications are due to Pete Laches by 5 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 12.

dBASE II*
sets the data management standard for 8-bit computers.

HERE'S HOW:

[Powerful English language commands manage data for over 1,000,000 users.]

Come See a Demonstration Today.

$395.00

Specializing in computer software, hardware and books.

Mon thru Fri. 10-5 Sat. 12-5 277-5026
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Don't Count on Getting A Bundle This Holiday (unless you talk to Apple.)

Let's face it. The only bundle that will fit in your stocking is a bundle of sticks. Or lumps of coal. Who needs that? All you get are thorns in your fingers and dirty hands.

Instead, ask for a Holiday Bundle from Apple® — a Macintosh™ computer and Imagewriter™ II Printer. Macintosh is helping people everywhere work smarter, quicker and more creatively. What's more, you can be creating with Macintosh™ and getting a head start on next term before the turkey even gets to the table.

Contact your campus Macintosh™ location for more information about the Holiday Bundles available until December 31. Ask for a Macintosh™, and leave the sticks and coal in the fireplace where they belong. Extra batteries not included ... or needed.

For More Information...

Contact General Micro

LaFayette Student Center 239-7477

© 1983 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory and is used with its express permission.

University Park Mall 272-1168

College Nights
Wed. & Thurs., Nov. 13 & 14
7 Noon to 9 p.m.

Precision Haircut & Style - Only $10

Specials on apple hardware and books.

© 1985 Apple Computer, Inc.
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The recruit's the top players without an attractive states Lambert. Still trying to gain experience.

Program

The Lambert Years

In one-and-a-half seasons, Lambert has compiled a 24-29 record as head coach of the Notre Dame volleyball team. However, that record doesn't tell the story in the eyes of Bouloc or Lambert.

"The most visible thing is the win-loss record, but it can't be used as a gauge," warns Bouloc. "Who has kept a watchful eye on the volleyball program since assuming his post in 1983.

"Things have been much more difficult with a freshman and sophomore squad. Phil, the former Mary McLaughlin and Jill Suglich sport the girls more than anything." I'm not disappointed with the progress we've made," says Lambert, echoing Bouloc's sentiment. "I'm disappointed with our win-loss record, but we've had a tough schedule," he said. "The players are great athletes," comments Lambert, "but most of the players in this year's recruiting class did not have more time on that in practice as

Notre Dame may play as many ( >f the top-20 teams - at this stage of the season - so most kids don't have an established program to our girls."

Lambert can come up with a foot.

"I think we should beat the Irish this year. I'm not sure that increase. A timetable, but we'd like to gain experience.

Despite its youth, this Irish squad could make a big difference.

"If you want to get an early season. Sapp is one of the few veterans on a team. Leading the team in digs. The Irish seem to have a problem confidence problem at our girls are great athletes," con·

Junior Karen Sapp of the Notre Dame volleyball team stretches to return a shot in a match earlier this season. Sapp is one of the few veterans on a team. Leading the team in digs. The Irish seem to have a problem confidence problem at our girls are great athletes," comments Bouloc.

"I'll like to see a set of rules that would allow an all-around player like Suglich to play defense," notes Bouloc.

Bouloc certainly has a point, and it is not something that Lambert has considered. Suglich is certainly one of the top defensive players on the team, leading the team in digs. The Irish defense, which has been deficient at times this year, certainly improves when Suglich can move to the outside to get to balls near the net.

Furthermore, Notre Dame will lose a setter this year when McLaughlin graduates and that just enhances the need for a replace·

"Experienced players. That may sound ridiculous at first, but most of the players in this year's recruiting class did not have more than two years of experience at the high school level.

"Volleyball isn't like basketball," states Lambert. "You can't go out and play volleyball by yourself or with two people, so most kids don't have an ability to do that."

Still Interested in the ROCK-A-LIKE

Lip sync contest? You can still enter your group!

Drop by the Student Activities Board offices on the second floor of LaFortune.

Remember:

Rehearsal Tuesday, NOV 12, 7 pm

Piedmont Event Center

Dress Rehearsal Wednesday, NOV 13, 7 pm

Stepan Center

Rehearsal Tuesday, November 12, 1985 - page 13
Junior cornerback

Spence helping defense to improve

By MIKE SYZMANSKI
Sports Writer

Throughout the season the Irish defense has improved in many of the same ways as Notre Dame corner- back Marv Spence, who according to defensive coordinator and secondary coach Andy Christoff, "has become much more aggressive and consistent."

Spence, a 5-11, 180-pound junior from Chester, Penn., can play both cornerback positions but usually alternates four-down series with Mike Hayward. Spence also plays the critical outside containment position on the kickoff and punt coverage teams.

"I feel my strong points lie in my speed and strength to go up against receivers on pass plays and in my ability to avoid the blocks of full backs on run plays," said Spence. "His excellent quickness enables him to support the run well," adds Christoff, "who has proven his play in the backfield allows for few mistakes (in pass coverage)."

For Spence and the Irish defense, this has been a season of trials and tribulations.

"It was tough losing at the beginning," said Spence. "But I think that we really turned things around during our homestand because of fan support. We had to protect territory here since it is our own backyard. We made defensive adjustments to control the passing game of our opponents," he continued. "You can never completely slow a passing game. We try to disrupt pass patterns and confuse the quarterback with different zone and man coverages."

Spence is well-suited to read offenses since he was an all-district defensive selection as a high school senior, throwing for more than 1500 yards, rushing for 610 yards, and scoring 13 touchdowns. He has one interception this season.

Spence was recruited as a wide receiver and defensive back, but made the decision to concentrate on defense because "there was a better chance to play where they needed backfield depth."

Spence does not agree with those who have said that Notre Dame opponents play with more intensity.

"We get up for the game just as much as the other teams. I personally am not a screamer. I would rather concentrate on learning the game plan and my responsibilities," he said.

Spence will do just that as the Irish prepare for what is the most important game of the season Saturday against number-one ranked Penn State.

"Since Penn State runs the ball very well, they use the play-action pass extremely efficiently," said Christoff. "As a result, the defensive backs must be able to react quickly to the run, but maintain pass protection."

The challenge of Penn State's potent offense, though, will not be the only motivating factor for Spence.

"Being from Pennsylvania, this is already a big game for me," he says. "We are fired up to play Penn State. This is a great rivalry. We are glad that they are ranked number one because a victory will give us the opportunity to gain respect."

"Besides that, I can't go home if we do not win."

Irish continued from page 16

Notre Dame field hockey team closed out its season at the Midwest Regional Tourney in Carbondale, Ill. last weekend by finishing third in the field. The two wins and two losses completed the Irish season record at 12-8-1. Rick Rietbrock gives details in his story on page 15.

A small, highly selective MBA program has been designed by The Ohio State University to provide professional management education to students with nonbusiness academic backgrounds. This two-year full-time program

- attracts a high level of student and faculty-student interaction;
- has no prerequisites course work;
- is especially attractive to students with liberal arts, scientific and nonbusiness backgrounds;
- builds upon a highly integrated study of foundation management tools and concepts;
- offers the opportunity to concentrate in one or two management fields through elective course work;
- is offered by one of the top 25 schools of management in the country and is accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

Last year's graduates were very successful in finding career opportunities. Examples of positions they selected include the following:

- assistant to the chief executive officer.
- red Mutual Life.
- field marketing manager, Ford Motor Company.
- management trainer with an international assignment, Chase Manhattan Bank.
- assistant product manager, Pillsbury.
- financial analyst, Hewitt Packard.
- inventory control manager, IBM Corporation.
- cost accountant, Nestle Lynch.
- consultant, Price Waterhouse.
- orientation and training with an international assignment, Procter and Gamble.
- a brochure describing this program and application information, please contact:

Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
230 University Hall
1775 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
614-292-3011

SUNSHINE PROMOTION PRESENTS:
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP
THE SCARECROW TOUR
Saturday, November 16, 8:00pm
Notre Dame R.C.C.

All seats reserved $14.50

The Notre Dame field hockey team closed out its season at the Midwest Regional Tourney in Carbondale, Ill. last weekend by finishing third in the field. The two wins and two losses completed the Irish season record at 12-8-1. Rick Rietbrock gives details in his story on page 15.
ND volleyball team strives to be national power

By CHUCK EHRMAN
Sports Writer

Perseverance and hope. Senior setter Mary McLaughlin of the Notre Dame volleyball team has both.

Bruised, battered, and at times, bewilderred, how the 1985 season has left the team captain. The team has suffered the slings and arrows of a year that has been a little less than kind, and in addition, McLaughlin has had to overcome a mid-season broken finger that kept her out of the starting lineup until just last week.

But now she is back and ready to play tonight as the Irish face fifth-ranked Purdue on Friday under the south dome of the ACC.

“The season has been frustrating,” says McLaughlin. “This team, not being as good as it could be in my opinion. We’ve lost to some teams that we really didn’t have any loss. Our record (10-16) isn’t what it could be.”

The reason, as she sees it, is over-all inexperience.

see CAPTAIN, page 12

Young Irish program hopes to build with present youth

By CHUCK FREEBY
Sports writer

Patience is a heightened virtue.

Remember those words when you think about the Notre Dame volleyball team.

In 1983, Irish athletic administrators decided they were ready to make the commitment to bring a top-flight volleyball program to Notre Dame. Two years later, the Irish are struggling with a disappointing 10-16 record. Still, there is talk that Notre Dame could someday be a national volleyball power.

Someday is somewhere down the road, however, and no one knows just how far down the road it is. Hopefully, an evaluation of the entire program and its outlook for the future will help turn up some answers.

Background

One of the biggest things people have to remember about Notre Dame volleyball is that it’s only six years old overall. Those first three years were spent at the Division III level, and Notre Dame quickly proved it could be a competitive team at that stage.

After a 5-18 record in the program’s first year in 1980, Notre Dame began recruiting scholarship athletes and making progress. The Irish jumped to 14-22 the following season, and decided to make the jump to Division I.

In that first Division I campaign, the Irish posted a 25-9 record but again fell short of the NCAA Tournament. When Notre Dame’s schedule moved up to teams of Divi- sion I caliber in 1983, the record plummeted to 11-30. Changes were in the works.

“In our discussions about our program, Mr. Corrigan wanted another visible sport for women,” recalls Assistant Athletic Director Brian Brolin. “Volleyball was popular in the area, and we felt it could grow. Plus, it would allow more visibility for our women’s athletic program.”

That was the motive behind Notre Dame deciding to become a national contender in volleyball, which also resulted in a number of team changes. First, Notre Dame went to a full scholarship program. Second, Notre Dame decided to change

see PROGRAM, page 13

Farley retains football crown with win over P.E.

ByKEVIN HERBERT
Sports Writer

The lean green Farley football machine that has been the poster child for consistency, capped its third consecutive championship title Sunday by defeating a talented Paquerra East squad by the score of 14-8.

Farley had to come from behind to repeat as champions, but when P.E. took the opening kickoff and drove 70 yards for the score, the drive, which was sustained on the ground, culminated in a 20-yard touchdown scamper by senior running back Elie Armstrong. P.E. then executed the two-point conversion to take a 2-0 lead in the first quarter.

“We were pretty surprised that they got that far (on the touchdown drive),” said Farley captain Marty Almeida. “P.E. was really psyched. But our fans played a big part in keeping our hopes up.”

Farley then gained possession and proceeded to march the ball to the P.E. 12-yard line. Here, however, on a fourth down play the P.E. defensive unit swarmed and forced Farley to surrender the ball on downs.

“The key to the game was when we were unable to move the ball after our defense held. If we could have maintained a drive, we would have kept momentum and possibly defeated Farley,” said P.E. captain Donnally of the ensuing P.E. possession.

P.E., unable to advance the ball for a score, was forced to punt. Farley seized its opportunity, utilized the option to drive down the field for a touchdown score which cut the Paquerra East margin to 8-6.

The successful Farley drive was capped by freshman running back Suzanne Schwartz's bulldozing five-yard touchdown run.

P.E. received the ball back, but was unable to score at time ran out on the first half ball. It took the 8-6 lead to the intermission.

The finals were scheduled to be played in the Stadium at 2 p.m. Sunday. Because of inclement weather, however, the game was moved to the Cartier Field and to a 4 p.m. start.

"We could have scored some more points if the field had not been as wet," said Almeida. "The conditions had a definite effect on the game." The inclement weather, combined with the rough play of both determined teams, caused a rash of injuries. On the P.E. side alone, four women were lost to injuries including star running back, Annie Schrenk.

"The injuries really hurt us on our last attempted drive," said Donnelly. "We just had our best lineup, maybe we could have scored." In the second half, Farley received the kickoff and proceeded to drive to the P.E. 10-yard stripe. This drive was aided by a 35-yard completion from Almeida to sophomore Sue Shoemake.

From there Schwartz ran the ball for what earned out to be the winning score. On a controversial call, Almeida notched the point after to give Farley the 14-8 final ledger.

P.E. determined to come back, but decided it was not to be as it lost a close game to Paquerra East in the past midfiled. Its luck ran out at this point, though, when on a fourth-down play the Farley defense proved its worth, stopping P.E. and turning possession back to the defending champions.

see FARLEY, page 10

Field hockey team finishes year with third-place finish

By RICK RiETBROCK
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame field hockey team returned from the Midwest Regional Tournament in Carlisle, III., this past weekend with a third-place finish. The Irish were seeded fourth going into the six-team tournament to head Coach Jill Lindenfeld, expressed satisfaction with the team’s finish.

"I’m happy with third place," she said. "I thought we played very hard. Overall, I’m really pleased with the girls." Notre Dame began the season with a 1-10 loss to fifth-seeded South west Missouri State, which dropped the Irish into the loser’s bracket. They then used a 2-2 advantage in shots on goal to defeat the third seed Eastern Kentucky, 1-0 on the strength of a Corrine DiGiacomo goal with an assist from forward Molly McCabe.

Bonnie Defelice scored the lone tally as the Irish beat Southwest Mis souri State in a rematch of their opening-round game. Notre Dame’s season ended, however, with another 1-0 loss, this time to second seeded Southern Illinois University. In that game, the Irish managed only seven shots on goal compared to 22 for the Salukis.

"Coach Lindenfeld said she was especially pleased with goalie Patti Gallaghers 15 saves in the final game, and cited the solid performances of several players." "I thought Patti was simply tremendous in the last game," she said. "In addition, Mary Rose Rodgers and Corrine DiGiacomo played very well this weekend, besides those who made All-Tourney." Receiving All-Tourney recognition were seniors McCabe and Christina Weitmann, and sophomore Bonnie Defelice.

The team finished the year with a 12-8-1 record and Lindenfeld said she viewed the season as a success. "I’m very happy with the play of the team this year," she continued.

see IRISH, page 14

Georgia tailback Tim Worley (38) is pulled down from behind by Florida’s Curtis Stacy in last Saturday’s 24-3 Georgia upset of the top-ranked Gators. The loss by Florida allowed West Virginia to claim the top spot in the nation this week as it prepares to play Notre Dame Saturday. The complete AP poll and a related story is on page 10.